
This is how to receive the BLESSING of the LORD; His Increase.

“From the time he put him in charge of his household and of all that
he owned, the LORD blessed the household of the Egyptian because
of Joseph. The blessing of the LORD was on everything Potiphar
had, both in the house and in the field.”

GENESIS 39:5 (NIV)

“May those who pass by not say, ‘The blessing of the LORD be upon
you; we bless you in the name of the LORD.’”

PSALM 129:8 (NIV)

“The blessing of the LORD brings wealth, and he adds no trouble to
it.”

PROVERB 10:22 (NIV)

lessing of the LORD – 1. What the LORD is sharing with us
today is really, really great spiritually and here is something for which
I have desired and prayed for and I simply asked in prayer and

received the answer and did not see it for two years, even though God
said that I had everything that I would ever need to receive more money
than I could imagine not only for me, but for my children and my children’s
children. Here is what the Lord shared with me through the Holy Spirit and
other willing vessels, some knowingly and others unknowingly.

Let me first point out before I begin, that there is a difference between a
blessing, blessings, and “the BLESSING OF THE LORD.” The Blessing of
the LORD is a special blessing that everyone does not get to enjoy all the
time, much at all, and some not at all. But there is a difference between
the two. For this short essay, let’s say it is like you being alive right now is
a blessing. When you believe you receive “Favor” from the Lord in
situations -- can be viewed in this example only -- for your understanding
in this essay, of what the “Blessing of the LORD” really is about. Okay, but
it is much bigger than mere “Favor,” though Favor is great to get and
have. What am I trying to say here: the Blessing of the Lord is huge and
effects even the unsaved.

Favor and blessings are big, but the “Blessing of the LORD” is sought out
vigorously by those who understand it. That is why you hear choirs sing
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songs for twenty minutes or long periods of time to receive blessings from
God and here I am not talking about emotional feelings and tears only, but
a true visceral spiritual personal experience. You may hear them calling it
getting into the Presence of God. Truly when you get into the Presence of
God you will receive His BLESSING, at least an emotional blessing and
as you move in those blessings, the blessings increase. Are you still with
me? There is more.

King David before He was King and all of that, received the Blessing of
the LORD. Joseph had the Blessing of the LORD upon his life. How did
they manage that? I will tell you next time…

PREPARE TO RECEIVE THE BLESSING OF THE LORD
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